QA Approach
Our approach to consistently delivering
customer success

From entry level to senior executives, our required
rigorous in-house training program ensures consistency
and client satisfaction across the board
Customer excellence
The Testing Center of Excellence (TCoE) is our
rigorous in-house training program that every
person – from entry level to senior
executives – is required to attend once they join
the Astegic team. We believe that thoroughly
training each employee provides our clients with
consistent service in all aspects of the testing
process.
At TCoE, employees are taught best practices,
automation, metrics, and tools. After the initial
training is complete, each employee is updated
with information regarding the latest
technologies and industry requirements.
TCoE manages a shared pool of resources
across all business initiatives, and reports
current quality compliance prior to the beginning
stages of each project.

At Astegic, we focus on making the quality of
service our clients receive as the core of our
business. We have a 99% client retention rate
because we believe in building long-lasting
meaningful relationships.

Our process

At Astegic, we value a client centric approach.
We listen to the needs of our clients, assist them
with achieving their goals, and feel proud
knowing that we offer the expertise and
technology to help them build successful
businesses.

By working with our clients and understanding
their desired testing goals, we take into
consideration limited testing environment/data,
client speciﬁc test script speciﬁcation
requirements, and number of test scenarios.

We can guarantee our clients satisfaction
because at Astegic we understand that although
software quality assurance is technical and
systematic; relationships with our clients are
not. Above all else, if our clients aren’t 100%
satisﬁed – they don’t pay for our services.

At Astegic we assess the current state of our
client’s needs and formulate a customized plan
to meet their expectations.

We propose a testing solution with speciﬁc
processes tailored to our client’s company
business objectives, and provide the required
infrastructure to address any complexities
perceived within our client’s software.

We listen to the needs of
our clients and formulate
a customized plan to
meet their expectations
Understand
desired testing
goals

Formulate a
customized
plan

Propose a
testing
solution

Address any
complexities
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Astegic’s testing strategy puts our clients at ease as we
assist them with meeting speciﬁc milestones, achieving
their company goals, and creating reliable software their
consumers can trust
Test strategy
Astegic has developed a testing strategy that
can be easily integrated into any project without
compromising testing results.
Our clients feel conﬁdent as we partner with
them on outlining a testing strategy document
tailored to their needs, as we work to determine
speciﬁc components such as business
objectives, return on investment (ROI),
deliverables, testing measurements, reporting,
tracking, and role management.
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During the testing process our experts may
recommend an effective mix of automated,
manual, and performance testing, in order to
provide our clients with accurate and scientiﬁc
test results. Throughout this process the testing
focus may change and testing scenarios may
need to be modiﬁed depending on the issues
detected.
Testing is followed by analysis and then quickly
moves onto issue resolution. This cycle is an
iterative process focused on targeting the most
debilitating defects ﬁrst, while working its way
through the minor ones. This intensive
investigation then forms the input for the
reporting stages.

We develop and outline a
testing strategy specific
to the needs of our clients
Analyze
Clearly
establish key
metrics
including ROI,
deliverables,
testing
measurements,
reporting,
tracking and
role
management

Engage
Recommend an
effective mix of
automated,
manual, and
performance
testing, in order
to provide
accurate and
scientiﬁc test
results to client

Execute
Run a thorough
test analysis and
issue-resolution
cycle iteratively
to focus on
targeting the
most debilitating
defects ﬁrst,
then addressing
minor ones
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Client onboarding at Astegic encourages collaboration,
increases productivity, and eliminates any unnecessary
delays
Client onboarding
At Astegic we understand that our onboarding
process is crucial for the satisfaction of our
clients, and because we value these
relationships, we have made it so that our
approach is as seamless as possible.
Client onboarding at Astegic encourages
collaboration, increases productivity, and
eliminates any unnecessary delays.
We are constantly monitoring and improving our
client experience and we aim to be transparent
throughout our entire process.
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We prove to be efﬁcient as all of our documents
and procedures are standardized across our
entire enterprise.
Astegic’s hands-on approach provides our
clients not only with the technology to grant
them real-time updates through status boards
where they’re given an overview of managers,
specialists, presentations, assignments, and
notiﬁcations, but also makes our experts
accessible to service any of our clients testing
requirements.
We believe our easy onboarding experience
creates a long-lasting ﬁrst impression that our
clients appreciate and respect as they move
forward with our services.

Choice of engagement
models
Astegic offers flexible engagement models to
best suit diverse client requirements. Our
Outsourced Testing solutions leverage expertise
in specialist verticals with deep focus on quality
assurance in software functionality.
Astegic takes a technology and software vendor
agnostic approach to software testing. Our
software testing solutions are technology / tool
independent. Therefore, our testing offerings can
be tailored to meet diverse business needs for
small to large businesses with uncompromising
results.

We speed up their testing
requirement analysis time
through our
comprehensive
requirement-analysis
framework
To enable businesses to speed up their testing
requirement analysis time, Astegic has
developed a comprehensive
requirement-analysis framework. TRAF: Test
Requirement Analysis Framework helps in rapid
QA/Testing project set-ups, in turn speeding up
the software’s release cycles, and ultimately
helping businesses achieve speed to market.
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We have developed a testing strategy that can be applied
to any project without compromising on testing results
Cost savings
Astegic’s independent testing services provide a
more cost-effective solution to our clients
because our experts have mastered the ability to
recognize deﬁciencies faster than our
competitors. Our hands-on approach with
developers means we become familiar with our
client’s software during the beginning stages of
testing, which allows us to observe and address
any issues instantly.
Astegic’s testing strategies decrease the
chances of deﬁciencies within software to go
unnoticed, saving our clients thousands of
dollars throughout the testing process and post
deployment.
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With Astegic’s
independent QA testing
services our clients will
save thousands of dollars
As an independent testing service provider we
guarantee cost savings by:
Providing an innovative hands-on approach
at the beginning stages of development,
ensuring a higher level of risk management
and prevention.
Having close to 20 years of independent
testing experience, allowing for more rapid
and accurate results.
Offering 100% satisfaction guaranteed,
meaning we make it our priority to offer
exceptional service the ﬁrst time
around – without any setbacks.

About our QA services

About Astegic

Astegic engages with your business to help you
achieve your goals by servicing your QA needs
from start to ﬁnish. We work toward maximizing
your ROI from your QA initiative with our
streamlined processes, proprietary frameworks,
tools & accelerators, and selection of QA
Automation technologies. We help organizations
make a successful transition from Manual
testing processes to QA Automation. We
hand-hold companies through this journey,
assisting them through our quick on-boarding
process, jumpstarter QA toolkits comprising of
propriety Requirement Analysis frameworks, QA
Automation accelerators, and Model-based
testing using proprietary, open source and third
party tools.

For 15 years, Astegic has been helping Fortune
500 through startup companies with their
Testing & QA needs. With our in-depth
experience across a wide range of industries, our
clients receive innovative and best-in-class
service and solutions. We offer near 24/7 rapid
service from both Astegic’s US and India based
testing operations.
Focusing on resolving our client’s testing
challenges, Astegic specializes in decreasing
costs, speeding time-to-market and improving
the quality of our client’s applications. Astegic
has a dedicated Testing Center of Excellence
(TCoE), specializing in providing solutions
across Mobile, Cloud and API testing.
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Frameworks and accelerators
TRAF

CRAFT

MTAA

KDEFT

To enable businesses to speed up their testing
requirement analysis time, Astegic has
developed a comprehensive
requirement-analysis framework. TRAF (Test
Requirement-Analysis Framework) helps in rapid
QA/Testing project set-ups, in turn speeding up
the software’s release cycles, and ultimately
helping businesses achieve speed to market.

To enable its clients in rapid selection and
deployment of QA automation for functional and
regression testing, Astegic has developed a
comprehensive QA Automation acceleration
framework.

To help its clients overcome the challenges
associated with mobile application testing, and
to turn them into new business opportunities
and additional revenue streams, Astegic has
developed a mobile test automation acceleration
framework. MTAA (Mobile Test Automation
Accelerator) speeds up the test automation by
streamlining QA efforts and simplifying the
mobile automation process.

KDEFT (Kanban-Driven Engagement
Framework for Testing) addresses critical
client concerns of speed, agility and
communication throughout the SDLC and
across time zones.

By clearly articulating and thus eliminating
ambiguities early in the requirements phase,
TRAF ensures the prevention of early defects,
and signiﬁcantly reduces the chances of bug
proliferation into subsequent stages of the QA
testing lifecycle.

Learn More

CRAFT (Client-Ready Automation Framework for
Testing) enables companies to cut test efforts
signiﬁcantly by enhancing the performance of
their test automation tools. Many of Astegic’s
non-technical end user clients who have no
programming knowledge or coding skills have
been able to set up automation test processes
and run automated test scripts with ease, using
CRAFT.

Learn More

Learn More

Learn More
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